SEC – Sun Belt – SoCon
Pre-Season Quiz #7 – May 4, 2020
1. A FK @ A-35, Score is A 35, B 42 with :53 remaining in the game. The FK is touched by B82 at the A-47
then the ball bounces back to the A-35. B7 picks up the ball and begins to return it to the Team A goal line
when the F sounds his whistle. B7 had a clear path to the end zone when the whistle sounded and
continued to the end zone after the play was blown dead.
Ruling:
2. A 3/G @ B-8. A88 catches a pass in the end zone as time expires in the 4th quarter. The score following
the TD (Try pending) is A 27, B 28. B-93 is flagged for roughing the passer (no targeting), during the play.
Ruling:
3. A 3/12 @ A-3. A8 takes the snap and steps back to the goal line with the intent to throw a quick pass. As
he is in the throwing motion he sees the intended receiver is covered and begins to pull the ball back
toward his body when it slips from his hand. A8 falls on the ball with his feet in the field of play, but the
ball is one yard deep in the end zone.
Ruling:
4. A 4/3 @ B-13. A99’s FG kick attempt is blocked by B97 at the B-15. After the block by B97 the ball lands at
the B-10 then bounces to the B-16 where A66 recovers it while down.
Ruling:
5. A 4/2 @ B-42. A21 takes a handoff to the right side of the line and is at the B-41 when he is hit and
fumbles the ball. B55 picks up the loose ball and runs to the B-45 where he is hit and fumbles the ball. A10
gains possession of the ball and is tackled at the B-43.
Ruling:
6. A 2/7 @ B-12. B27 intercepts a pass at the B-3 and his momentum carries him into the end zone. While
attempting to run the ball out he is hit and fumbles. The ball is recovered by B91 with the ball at the B-1
and his feet in the end zone.
Ruling:
7. A 3/G @ B-8. B27 intercepts a pass in the end zone and then attempts to return the ball. While still in the
end zone he is hit and fumbles the ball into the field of play. The ball is muffed by players from both
teams before eventually going out of bounds behind the goal line.
Ruling:
8. A 2/8 @ A-42, 0:08 remaining in the second quarter. A15 catches the ball at the B-35 where he is
immediately tackled. Time expired during the play and neither team has time-outs remaining. Video
review clearly shows that A15 was down inbounds at the B-35 with 0:02 remaining on the clock.
Ruling:

